Papillary thyroid microcarcinoma: how to diagnose and manage this epidemic?
The incidence of papillary thyroid microcarcinoma (PTmC) has been increasing everywhere due to the improvement of imaging and morphological diagnoses and probably also due to environmental alterations. Despite this, the mortality caused by thyroid cancer has not increased, reflecting the low clinical aggressiveness of most papillary thyroid carcinomas (PTCs) and the quality of the available treatment. The criteria used to classify PTmC remain questionable, making the clinical risk evaluation of these lesions very difficult. There is no solid basis for establishing the most appropriate tumor size (currently <10 mm) to distinguish PTmC from PTC. Moreover, PTmCs encompass all sorts of PTC histotypes, thus turning the whole group of PTmC genetically and biologically heterogeneous. In this review, we address the 2 most interesting issues from a practical standpoint: Are there any specific morphological or molecular features distinguishing PTmC from PTC? Is it possible to predict the clinical behavior of PTmC in fine needle aspiration biopsy and in surgical specimens, using morphological and/or molecular markers?